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Why
book
with
us??

Reliable

Experienced

Friendly

Professional

Calm



HELLO!
Thanks for landing on our page and finding out

more about us. My name is Amanda, founder

of Amanda White Hair and Makeup

Professionals. Me and my wonderful team of 17

girls whom I have hand picked, love creating -

Modern, naturally enhanced makeup and hair.  

I love having a team as it enables us to be

Reliable
Let me explain why:

We are available for more dates across a

year, so you can almost guarantee we will

have availability.

We can cater for larger bridal parties, our

biggest to date was for 18 women!

If in the very unlikely scenario your stylist is

unwell, or unable to come on the wedding day

- we have back up! I hope that gives you

peace of mind, as its a question that comes up

alot.



Experienced...

Not just years doing hair & makeup,
but we have experience with people.
It’s allowing our clients to feel calm
and supported. Establishing a
connection with you is important, and
we value this just as much as our hair
and makeup expertise.  

TimeIts our

In industry that gives us our
experience, time working within the
wedding world, experiencing how
they flow, and how to make this the
best experience for our clients.



Friendly...

My team and I are the first people
you see on your wedding morning.
We want to be the friendly faces you
get excited to see, and for us to
blend in with your girlfriends and
become part of the day with you.  Its
important to me that the team
members I select are not only
talented artists, but girls that are
genuine, loyal and are great
communicating with people.

We believe that a relaxed and

                            team translates
into a positive experience for you
and your bridal party.

We also love coffee and great tunes
- It brings a better energy!

Happy



WHY HIRE A
PROFESSIONAL?

As professional hair and makeup artists we look
at your skin tone, skin type, alongside hair type
and thickness. We evaluate your comforts &
wishes alongside how to maximise your hair/
makeup longevity throughout the day. Wedding
days often run from day to night meaning you
need your hair and makeup to

We have tried and tested so many products
and combined with our knowledge, expertise &
training we can craft a look that is tailored for
you, that best represents you on a really good
day. One that when you look back in photos
you will say “thank god I hired a professional - I
looked AMAZING.”

 Most importantly lets not forget how you will
FEEL being pampered and not having to worry
about your hair & makeup looking good!

Last



Wedding mornings can feel hugely
overwhelming. It’s an emotional event which has
been months in planning. From the moment you
wake up we want you to enjoy the day, as it
starts from that very moment.

Past brides  have always said how much “calm”
we bring to a wedding morning. It’s calmness
that allows for you to process everything. Soak
up all the details. We also pride ourselves on
being adaptable and supportive.

                                                  

and happiness are our top priorities, and we're
here to make any adjustments needed to
ensure your day unfolds smoothly. 

We are militant schedulers, myself and team
share the same belief that every wedding
needs a schedule. Forward planning is so key to
enabling the best outcomes for a calmer
wedding morning. 

MOMENTS OF
CALM...

Your comfort



07872003739

WHATS
NEXT?...

With an unwavering commitment to professionalism, a

friendly touch, and an artistic flair, we are excited to be

part of your bridal journey.  If you would like for us to send

you a tailored quote please fill in our online “Contact Us”

form or alternatively pop us an email to -

amanda@amandawhite.co.uk 

We can’t wait to hear from you!

WWW.AMANDAWHITE.CO.UK

Amanda
& tEAM


